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BIRTH DETAILS 

NAME MR.X 

BIRTH DATE 15TH SEP 1965 

BIRTH TIME 17:50 

GENDER MALE 

CITY MUMBAI 

COUNTRY INDIA 

ASTRO DETAILS 

ASCENDANT AQUARIUS 

BIRTH STAR BHARANI 

MOON SIGN  ARIES 

SUN SIGN LEO 
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PURPOSE: 

This report here deals with an analysis of your birth chart and gives 

you a clear cut perception about the various benefits and obstacles that 

you may face in your life as a whole. Planets play a vital role in 

generating our energy and make us to act accordingly. Here in this 

report you will be dealt with the plus or minus effects that planets are 

going to confer you with accordingly with the respective time periods. 

The good or bad effects that you are going to face depend upon the 

karma that you had undergone in your previous birth. The more the 

good, you do more positive results will come. It is like a life cycle that 

both good and bad things emerge in this world. Welcome the eventful 

happenings in our life with a smile and perform remedial measures for 

negative events.   

 

Some astrological terms for your reference: 

1. Association: 

When one planet is positioned along with one or many other 

planets in the same Zodiac House, they are referred to as 

Association 

2. Aspect:  

Every planet casts a vision on the 7th House from its position. 

This is called aspect.   

3. Major Period: This is the time frame that a particular planet 

rules a couple of years of one’s life-time. Every planet has ONLY 

ONE Major Period. 

4. Minor Period: Every Major period in turn is ruled by each of the 9 

planets, in a sequence, one at a time. Thus, each Major period 

will have 9 Minor periods. 
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5. Sub-Minor Period:  Every Minor period has further 9 subdivisions 

ruled by the 9 planets, in a sequence. Thus each Minor period has 

9 Sub-Minor periods.  

Charts considered for Analysis: 

Rasi Chart: Also called as Birth Chart, this contains the 

planetary positions at that moment when you were born. 

The influencing factors: 

a. The Zodiac Houses in which the planets are placed 

b. Their Associations 

c. Their Aspects 
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As per the birth details provided by you in Astroved website:  

Your Ascendant (ASC, also referred to 1st House) falls at Aquarius sign 

with Saturn as the ruler. 

Present Major Planetary Period 

Jupiter - From  November 2013 to November 2029 

 

Present Minor Planetary Period 

Saturn  - From January 2016 to July 2018 

 

The Major Planetary Period - Venus (Till September 2031)   
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Analysis:  

Jupiter is neutral planet to your Ascendant, which falls at Aquarius 

sign – Ascendant house. Jupiter is placed in the sign Gemini which 

is the 5th House from your ascendant. Though it is a good placement, 

he is in his enemy’s sign. Hence this placement and affliction brings 

mixed results during this period.   

 

Inference: 

1. You may have low working energy, aggressive attitude & low 

inclination during now. 

2. Need to improve or regulate your daily activities in time to 

enhance immunity and resistance normally. 

3. Financial gain may be prospered through career with more 

service, inclination and with power of discrimination now. 

4. Money gain through property or conveyance or investment or 

speculation services will be improved during this period. 

5. You need to regulate your aggressive expression or 

adventurous activity to reduce trouble or losses. 

6. You may win over persons who oppose you at career easily 

now.  

7. Significant conversation will improve relationship with 

Authority or partner or family members. 

8. You may spend more or work hard to raise comforts & 

domestic environment now. 

9. You may suffer to gain team association or understanding at 

career now. 

10 Need to avoid mistakes through egoistic or dominating nature 

at career some time during now.  
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The Minor Planetary Period – Saturn 

 

Analysis:  

Saturn  is a functional benefic planet to your Ascendant, which falls 

at Aries sign – the house of Ascendant in state of exaltation with 

Venus and gets afflicted by Rahu and Saturn. This combination and 

affliction brings moderate benefits during this period.   

 

Inference: 

1. You may have limited working energy, attitude & 

administrative skill. 

2. More adaptable and pleasant expression will improve 

relationship generally during this period. 

3. Need to pursue more efforts and inclination for moderate 

money gain at career now. 

4. Financial gain will be increased through export/ import, 

foreign travels, education or legal related services. 

5. Lazy or stubborn act will not bring desired result to you during 

now.  

6. You need to be very cooperative and sociable to gain relation 

with associates or authorities generally. 

7. Need to refrain from low attitude or lazy or firm nature to 

reduce troubles.   

8. Need to resolve issue cordially to avoid trouble or losses at 

career now. 

9. Need to work hard to raise comforts & domestic environment 

sometime. 

10 Need to restrict or control investment or business partnership 

or travels which may not be prospered greatly now. 
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Planetary Transits: 

 Saturn in Scorpio, the 8th House from  Moon sign until January 

2017; 

 Rahu in Leo, the 5th House from  Moon sign  from Jan 2016; 

 Ketu in Aquarius, the 11th House from  Moon sign  from January 

2016 

 Jupiter in Leo, the 4th House from  Moon sign  till August 2016; 

 Jupiter in Virgo, the 5th House of from Moon sign until 

September 2017. 

 

All the above will influence in transit under consideration. 

 

Results relating to transits this year 2016: 

 

 Jupiter will be transiting through Leo sign brings you moderate 

comforts, improve or change your attitude/ inclination in career 

and poor mind stability during this time. More focus or 

concentration will be required to promote happiness in life. 

Travels or investment at land will not bring prosperity. You need 

to be very friendly & sociable with conciliation necessarily to gain 

relation with spouse or others and need to resolve legal issues at 

the earliest to reduce losses or trouble. 

 

 The transit position of Saturn across Scorpio may not bring 

more prosperity & few benefits and your efforts may be 

succeeded with some delay or obstructions sometime. Poor 

observation or expression in lieu of aggressive or slow attitude 

or confusion is to be avoided necessarily to reduce troubles. 

You need to take care of your diet, during travel during this 

time. Need to pursue more efforts and inclination to get 

success and gain reputation at your activities now.  
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 The transit position of Rahu and Ketu may not bestow good 

results towards health and relation now. You need to regulate 

or exercise effort to avoid legal issues or litigation if any with 

associates or family during this period. You pay attention to 

control emotional or dominating activity at career as it may be 

prone to misjudge and lead to failure or losses easily. You need 

to regulate or improve your relation with others by significant 

discussion as required. You need to practice yoga or breathing 

exercise to reduce mind stress or low attitude or mind 

confusion during now.  

Additional Monthly Influences due to Sun 

 

The Sun in Capricorn from 14 January 2016 to 12 February 2016. 

PROFESSION: 

This is a good professional period. Success in ventures and profession 

work will make you happy. Favor from the superiors and those who are 

in power will make your work easy. You may join some short term 

training program for development of your skills that will be beneficial 

to you. Change of desired place in the job is also on the cards. 

MONEY AND SPENDING: 

Fortunate income through your job will make you happy. You will be 

able to meet your domestic and other requirements easily. But 

simultaneously you have more expenditure during this period. 

Unexpected expenditure on spouse, travelling, and on educational 

pursuits may give you some worries about your finances. Avoid 

unnecessary expenses on Guests, entertainments and luxuries.  

RELATIONSHIP: 

By being diplomatic and using your intellect, you will be able to save 

your professional relationship with your superiors. Taking advice of 

elders on professional matters will be very helpful to you. Parents and 
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elders will be helpful to you. You will enjoy the association of your 

spouse. New romantic relationship or business relationship can be 

started. 

TRAVEL: 

Short cum long journey related to business, professional work and for 

enjoyments are possible to you and it will be gainful to you.  

PERSONAL MINDSET: 

You will be interested in educational works in this period. Writing any 

examination will be gainful to you. Excessive expenditure may give you 

worries about your future and planning. However, you must try to 

spend more time with your family and spouse. Don’t bring your office 

problems in your house to maintain peace and harmony.  

FAMILY:  

You are getting the support of your elders and children this period. 

Enjoyments with spouse and other family members will make you 

happy. Some relatives may visit to your house to attend some 

auspicious functions. 

HEALTH: 

Essential care on your health is required in this period. By taking 

regular and proper diet, you will maintain normal health. There is no 

major health related issues in this period. Health of father or any elder 

may suffer. 

 

You may feel lethargy and lack of stamina to work hard. Go for regular 

walk for freshness and do some mediation for mental peace. Ailments 

related to eyes, muscles pain, injuries by falling from heights, private-

parts, and general frailty are possible to you. You must care while 

travelling to avoid any vehicular accidents during this month. 
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REMEDIES SUGGESTED: 

1. Regular pooja to the planet Jupiter in the month of January 

2016will mitigate the bad effects and favor you in a better 

way. Chant “Om Namah Sivyaya” 108 times on Monday.  

2. Bowing head in the places of worship and temples will bless 

you divine help and energy. 

 


